Althought the order of α> 0 (X) is not semi-continuous, in general, most of the corresponding properties of the ordinary Wallman compactification can be generalized. For example, it can be shown that for any compact ordered topological space Y (with a closed order), a continuous increasing map from X into Y has a unique continuous increasing extension on ω Q (X), and if α> 0 (X) has a closed order, then X is a normally ordered space.
First, we fix some notations and terminologies: Let (X, ^) be a partially ordered set. For a subset A £ X, we write d(A) = {y eX: y <^x for some xeA} and i(A) = {y e X: x tί y for some x e A}. In particular, if A is a singleton set, say {x}, then we write d(x) and i(x) respectively. A subset A of X is decreasing (increasing, respectively) if A = d(A) (A = i(A), respectively). We say that a map / from X to a partially ordered space Y is increasing if x <: y in X implies f(x) <: f(y) in X. For a (partially) ordered topological space (X, ^") in the order ^, let
& = {Uε: U=
then <%/ and £f are evidently topologies for X, which are called the upper, lower topologies respectively ( [6] , [1] ). We say that an ordered topological space X is convex if X has a subbase consisting of the sets in ^ and ^f 9 or equivalently, if every open set in X can be written as the intersection of an open decreasing set ( [5] ). Let X be an ordered topological space. The partial order is said to be upper (lower) semi-closed if, for any x e X, i(x)(d(x), respectively) is closed. The partial order of X is semi-closed if it is both upper and lower semi-closed. It is said to be closed if, its graph, the set 339 of the points (x, y) such that x <^ y, is closed in the product space XxX ( [4] , [5] and [9] DEFINITION. Let (X, ^ <;) be an ordered topological space. Let &~ be a closed filter in (X, fp) and © be a closed filter in (X, £f). A pair (J^, ®) of closed filters ^ and © is called to be a bi-filter on X if FΠ G Φ 0 for any Fe^ and any G e®.
For given two bi-filters (_^7, ©J and (.^7, © 2 ), we define a relation G^Γi ®i) C O^a ®β) if and only if &\ cz Jt\ and © t £ © 2 . We can easily remark that by Zorn's lemma, every bi-filter is contained in a maximal bi-filter. For an ordered topological space X, we write Γ*X = {A £ X: A is closed decreasing set} , /VX = {AQ X: A is closed increasing set} .
The following two lemmas are analogous properties of maximal filters. Thus, the-proofs are omitted. LEMMA 
Then every £^(d(x)
) is a closed filter, but it need not be a maximal closed filter in (X, ^) under the inclusion relation. Moreover, a dual statement holds for S^(i(x)). S^(d(x) ) is obviously a closed filter in (X, <%f). In order to show that it need not be a maximal closed filter let us consider the following example:
Let N = {0,1, 2} be an ordered topological space with usual order and discrete topology. Then S^(d (2) ) and S^(d(l)) are not maximal closed filters in (N, &) . However, if the order on JV is given as discrete, S^(d(x)) is a maximal closed filter for every xeN. (x) ), *9*(i{x))) is a bifilter.
Suppose that there exists a bi-filter C^7®) such that
It follows that 6^{d{x))^^ or Therefore
In what follows, we assume that (X, ^7 ^) is a convex ordered topological space with a semi-closed order. Let α> 0 (X) be the collection of all maximal bi-filters (^7 ©) on X. For given closed decreased set A, and closed increasing set B in X, define is a closed increasing set in α) 0 (X). Moreover, α) 0 (X) is a convex ordered topological space. LEMMA 
Let {X, ^~, <*) be a convex ordered topological space with a semi-closed order. Then the map Φ:X->ω o (X) defined by φ(x) = {S^{d{x)), S^(i(x))) for any xeX is a dense embedding into (ω Q (X),
Proof. First, we show that Φ is an order isomorphism into
To show that Φ is one to one, let x Φ y in X.
Hence Φ is an order isomorphism into ω o (X). Secondly, we show that Φ is a dense homeomorphism from X into Φ(X). We observe the following: For a given closed decreasing set A,
Similarly, for a given closed increasing set B, B* Π Φ(X) = Since X is a convex ordered topological space, Φ is evidently a homeomorphism from X onto Φ(X). 
. Let (X, ^7 ^)be a convex ordered topological space with a semi-closed order. Then (ω o (X), y/^y <L) is a Ί\-compact ordered space in which X is densely embedded.
REMARK 3. In the proof of Lemma 5, we see that (ω o (X), is an ordered topological space which has either a lower semi-closed order or an upper semi-closed order. We note that a compact ordered space with a lower semi-closed order need not have a semiclosed order. For example, let Z + be the set of all natural numbers with the usual ordering and the cofinite topology. Then obviously Z + is compact and its order is lower semi-closed. But its order is not a semi-closed order because it is not upper semi-closed. In particular, this shows that a ϊ\-compact ordered space need not have a semi-closed order. We also note that if the given order on X in Theorem 1 is discrete, then it reduces to the Wallman compactification of (X, ^~) in the general topology.
Let (X, ^7 ^) be an ordered topological space with a semiclosed order and (Y, ^~', <^') a compact ordered space with a closed order, and let/: J-> 7be a continuous increasing map. Define ^"* to be the filter generated by a family {A is a closed decreasing set in Y:f~\A)e^'} f and ©* to be the filter generated by a family {B is a closed increasing set in Y: f\B)e®}. 
S^(d(x))]* = S^(d(f(x))) and [Sf{i{v))Y = ^(i(f{x))).
Hence is an open decreasing set containing (<β^, © 2 ) and
It follows that /((^T, ©J) e F, which contradicts the fact that /((^T, ®i)) e F. Therefore /((^T, ©0) ^ /((^, © 2 )) In particular, the uniqueness of / is straightforward (see [7] , page 97, Theorems 14, 19). Ge©} has a limit point, say x, in X It follows that {#}£ Γ\{AΓ\ B:Ae&jr, Be&*}, where ^^ and .^ are closed bases of in (X, ^) and © in (X, J? 7 ) respectively. Since X has a semiclosed order, we have (^7 ©) £ (^W»)), ^(i(a?))). By the maximality of (^ ©), (J^;©) = (^ ((i(a?) 
We recall that an ordered topological space (X, S~, ^) is normally ordered if, for every two disjoint subsets A, JB of X, where A is a decreasing closed set and B is an increasing closed set, there exist two disjoint open sets U and V such that U contains A and is decreasing, and V contains B and is increasing [5] . 
